Review: Roadburn Friday 10th April 2015
By Alex Mysteerie
I woke up with a big grin on my face at
the thought of Friday’s schedule: the
bands on offer for the Houses Of The
Holistic, curated by Ivar Bjørnson of
Enslaved and Einer “Kvitrafn” Selvik of
Wardruna, were fantastic!
It’s always a great feeling when one of
your favourite bands kicks off the day.
Virus’ Roadburn return saw them
unfolding their weird magic on the Main
Stage, with legend Czral in a jolly mood
and the band, as a more direct threepiece, as gratifying as ever. They
generously offered up a couple of new
songs from the forthcoming album,
which were extremely and fast paced.
Over to the packed Green Room, I
braved a quick but hellish sauna to
witness
the
Icelandic
scourge
Svartidauði deliver their appealing brand
of black metal, while Sólstafir set out to
mesmerize the Main Stage once again.
Stunning images of ice and white wolves
added a little extra to a top class show:
these rockers are simply one of the best
bands around.

Hard not to anticipate Der Weg Einer
Freiheit’s performance at Het Patronaat,
my favourite Roadburn venue. The
church has been a theatre of memorable
gigs in the past, such as Terra
Tenebrosa, Oranssi Pazuzu and The
Ruins Of Beverast, to name but a few. I
expected the Germans – whose new
album, Stellar, is one of 2015’s best – to
blow me away, and so they did. With an
extensive European tour in the bag I
expected them to be on fire, but nothing
could have prepared me for the intensity
of their live sound: breathtaking,
devastating and unforgettable!
Then it was back to the 013 with a sense
of elation, as I knew that the legendary
Fields Of The Nephilim would enhance

and complement what I had just
experienced. Undeniably Carl McCoy is
one of the goddamn sexiest frontmen in
the history of rock music, and he is still
an inspiration today (Sólstafir anyone?),
but their influential style remains utterly
gorgeous and totally relevant in a
musical context that the curators
underlined rather beautifully.
Seeing The Nephilim in the early days
was of course special, but this is one of
the few bands that have held onto the
presence and impact that made them the
landmark act they are. Darkly
magnificent!

I was worried that I would not be able to
get into the Green Room for Focus:
sadly they were already in full swing,
and I had to make do with a few
glimpses from afar… This is a band that
takes me right back to my childhood,
when my mother was introducing me to
the delights of Dutch prog in return for
Dutch football lessons. A true missed
opportunity for me.

Time to settle in the main 013 room for
three
exceptional
performances
involving the day’s curators. First on
were Wardruna, who were touching as
well as interesting, immediately
followed by the healing might of
Enslaved! Ivar, Grutle and friends are
genuine dispensers of happiness and it is
extra special to join with a choral
experience that delivers such positive
energy. Their music also happens to be
consistently magnificent, so what more
could one ask? Maybe stunning visuals
by Costin Chioreanu?
And then a rare Skuggsjá performance?
The latter created a magic scenario of
the Norwegian cultural identity that
unified past and present, and gave an
insight on yet another aspect of the
Norse culture that was surprisingly
“solar.” A perfect ending for a very
enriching day. – Alex Mysteerie

Saturday Daily Picks
Adrien Begrand - Botanist. If you’re ever going to witness Botanist in a live setting,
there’s no more perfect place than Het Patronaat, whose sunny, stained-glass-tinted
confines will complement the band’s soaring, pastoral sounds of black metal and
hammered dulcimer.
Becky Laverty – Zombi. It’s been almost 10 years since I last saw Zombi, and I have
every confidence they’re going to blow me away all over again. They’re such an
incredible band.
Alex Mysteerie - Such an amazing day: Enslaved, Sun Worship, Botanist, Tombs,
Urfaust, Darkher and Kayo Dot are top of my list, while Coltsblood, Domo, Fistula
and Messenger promise to add further damage to my old aching body!
Pete Green - Acid Witch. So gore-drenched, VHS-fried and delectably deranged,
Acid Witch have the mystery, the mastery and the doom-enveloping riffage to
become the highlight of your day in the 013's cauldron. And Oozing Wound.
Whoever said thrash is dead needs to call these guys and tell them in-person. The
precision-paced riffs and turbo-fuelled rhythms that cackle back at you in response
will fill your phoneline with spacecakes.
Walter Hoeijmakers - Fields Of The Nephilim have been such a musical staple in
my life since the late ‘80s, along with Celtic Frost, Voivod and Loop. Having the
Fields headlining Roadburn is more than a once in a lifetime experience – having
been able to work with three of my favorite bands, and Tom G. Warrior, is like a
godsend. See you down the front.
JJ Koczan - No disrespect to the headliners, but I swore one of those slice-yourhand-open oaths I wouldn’t miss Undersmile or Coltsblood, and I’m a man of my
word. Also my blood. Someone please call a doctor.
Lee Edwards - Undersmile and their acoustic alter-ego Coma Wall to open the day.
Predictable I know, but there really is no one as dark, harrowing and downright
suicidal as these two lovin’ couples. Nightmare in a damaged brain indeed!

Jurgen Van Den Brand - When it comes to dark atmosphere no one can beat Fields
Of The Nephilim. For me, Elizium is the album so hopefully they play some choice
cuts from that 1990 masterpiece.
Andreas Kohl - King Dude. This day is gonna be quite the triumph. I mean, Goblin,
Nephilim again, Zombi? How can you pick one? Since I have to, it’s gonna be King
Dude, because the album Fear has been a constant companion for me and I’ve missed
all my chances to see TJ Cowgill live so far – not today. That’s what festivals are for,
right?
Kim Kelly - Today's lineup is insane (Coltsblood! King Dude! Acid Witch!), but I've
got to shout out Germany's elusive Sun Worship; last year's atmospheric black metal
masterpiece Elder Giants captivated me entirely, and I can't wait to see how it
translates live.
Paul Robertson - Zombi/Zoltan. Again, apologies to JJ for bending the rules, but I just
can't choose between my two faves here, so both it is! Synths, synths and more synths.
I'LL BE IN SYNTH HEAVEN.
José Carlos Santos - I feel like most people are still figuring out Tombs, even after
several records, but their last Roadburn appearance still ranks as one of my favourite
shows ever at the festival and this time they're armed with songs from Savage Gold, so
nothing will tear me away from front row for this one.

Walter’s Roadburn Memories
Yesterday, we ran a top five list of our staff’s favorite Roadburn memories. One of the
best things about doing this ‘zine is having Walter and Jurgen – who put together the
fest that’s brought us all here – as contributors. Walter’s Roadburn memories were so
special that we thought they should stand alone, so here they are. Enjoy. - JJ Koczan

Hawkwind - Roadburn 2006
Having Hawkwind headlining Roadburn 2006 was already memorable, but talking with
Dave Brock about those legendary Hawkwind freakouts and their massive light shows
was the icing on the cake. The fact he called me, out of the blue, on a Saturday
afternoon to talk about all this is one of my most cherished Roadburn moments.
Who could have ever dreamt about this when starting a website? I didn't for sure!

Earthless - Roadburn 2008
Initially to play the 175-capacity Bat Cave, Earthless ended up on the Main Stage to
fill a huge gap in the running order left by Isis, the Friday headliners, when their set
was cut short for unknown reasons. Almost virtually unknown to most attendees at the
time, Earthless took the festival by storm, and their legendary set got eventually
released on one of the very first Live At Roadburn albums. I still recall being
extremely nervous, when asking Isaiah and Mario to rush to the Main Stage, as we
needed them there – they were speechless. The fact that the 013 crew helped the band
get the best gear, and sound, only adds to the legend.

Current 93 - Roadburn 2008
David Tibet was Roadburn's first-ever curator, and though his curated event suffered
from a series of unfortunate setbacks – from Ricky Lee Jones pulling out the very last
minute to Niklas Kvarforth’s erratic behavior – his performance was nothing short of
spellbinding. Channeling his anger and frustration, David Tibet spurred his band into
such an intense performance, it left everyone gasping for air, including Tibet himself.
One of the most extraordinary performances at Roadburn, ever.

EyeHateGod - Roadburn 2010 Afterburner
The year of the Volcano. Having 16 bands cancel the festival at the very last second
because the airspace over Europe was closed gave us the almost impossible challenge
to find proper replacements. EyeHateGod came to the rescue by headlining the
Afterburner, driving all the way up from Italy or Switzerland to play a second show at
Roadburn that weekend, only to help out. Their two-and-a-half-hour show was a
celebration of the sick, and a tribute to the undeniable spirit of Roadburn.

Wovenhand - Roadburn 2011
Former 16 Horsepower frontman David Eugene Edwards left Roadburn 2011
speechless, not only by his rebellious stage antics, but by also by the sheer power and

visceral impact of his performance. His poetic, fire-and-brimstone spirituality was
palpable, adding an undeniable mystique to the thrilling, and transformative concert.
Wovenhand's incendiary 2011 performance is one of the most talked-about shows in
the entire history of Roadburn Festival. After the show, DEE thought his Roadburn
debut wasn't entirely good. He only realized later that evening how much people were
genuinely affected by his presence on stage.
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